
Minutes of the Executive Committee meeting of Kerala Chapter of ISMOCD held at 
Hotel Town Towers, Thiruvananthapuram on 13-07-2023 

The executive committee meeting of the Kerala Chapter of ISMOCD was held at Hotel Town Towers in Thiruvananthapuram on13-07-2023. Dr.A S Pradeep Kumar, President of the Kerala Chapter of ISMOCD chaired the meeting. The following members attended the meeting: 

1. Dr.AS Pradeep Kumar, President of the Kerala Chapter of ISMOCD 2. 
3. Dr.Binoy S Babu, Vice president 
4 

Dr. R Rajendran, Secretary 

5 
Mr.M. S. Sasi, Asst Secretary 
Mr.T Suresh, Treasurer 

6. Dr.T.DilipKumar, Executive committee member 
The Executive meeting was convened with a view to discuss the future course of action by the Kerala Chapter of ISMOCD and to take decisions for execution of the activities. The meeting started at 5.3Opm with a welcome address by Dr. A S Pradeep Kumar. At the outset he said the formation of the Kerala Chapter is a very good initiative from ISMOCD. The Kerala Chapter will function as an autonomous body within the frame work of ISMOCD constitution. He expressed the hope that the Kerala Chapter can help the State Health Services in the prevention and control of communicable diseases by providing necessary technical guidance, imparting training to different function aries of staff, creating awareness among the public and making intersectoral co-ordination more effective. The Kerala Chapter can also assist in the research work and project activities of the health services departmnent. He then read out the agenda of the meeting and distributed copy of the same members. The agenda items were the following: 

1. Inauguration of the Kerala Chapter of ISMOCD. 
2. Preparation of a letter-head for the Kerala Chapter of ISMOCD. 
3. Opening of a new bank account for the Kerala Chapter. 
4. Preparation of a detailed activity plan for the control of CDs in Kerala. 

all the 

5. Meeting with Health Minister, Health Secretary, DHS and Addl. DHS (PH) to apprise them of the aims, objectives etc. of ISMOCD. 
6. Press release/press briefing by ISMOCD. 
Dr. A.S. Pradeep Kumar said this executive committee can be considered only as an Ad hoc Committee and so a general body meeting of the Kerala chapter may be convened at the earliest to formally elect the office bearers for the Kerala Chapter of ISMOCD, He raised a doubt whether separate registration of the Kerala chapter is needed or not. He was of the opinion that organizing a CME programme on the day of the formal inauguration of Kerala Chapter will be good. He said there is a need for one co-coordinator in each district for effectively implementing the activities of the Kerala Chapter. He said a letter may be sent to 



ISMOCD for a copy of the proceedings of the annual conference of ISMOCD held at 
Thiruvananthapuram in May 2023 with regard to formation ISMOCD, Kerala chapter for 
reference. 

Dr. R Rajendran, in his introductory specch explained in detall about the aims, objectives 
and importance the Kerala Chapter of ISMOCD. He said a new bank account may be 

opened for financial transaction and fund transfer. A letter-head for the Kerala Chapter is to 
be prepared. He suggested for a membership campaign to include more interestedmembers 
from Medical Colleges and Arts and Sclence Colleges in Kerala. He also gave a brief narrative 
of the activities proposed to be carried out by Kerala Chapter during 2023-24. 

Dr.BinoyS Babu highlihted the need of a WhatsApp group of all the members of the 
Kerala Chapter for better communication and Interaction. He said that the byelaw of 
ISMOCD may be made avallable better understanding of the aims and objectives and 

also for executing the activity plan by the Kerala Chapter. He also said that there is a need 
for online meetings for taking decislons on Important matters and issues as and when 

required. He also suggested to write relevant articles related to Communicable Diseases 
prevention and control and publish in Newspapers to get visibility for our group. 

Mr. M. S.Sasi underlined the need for imparting training to the technical staff of various 
pest control agencies since they are engaged in vector control operations in Airports, 

Seaports, Hospitals, etc. He said he would collect the list of pest control agencies for further 
action. He also said that it was a felt need to impart training to various categories of field 

staff under the health services department and local bodies on vector control operations to 
make them more knowledgeable with the application of insecticides and spray techniques. 
He was of the opinion that Kerala Chapter can take a lead role in these matters. 

After detailed discussion and deliberations the executive committee has taken the following 
decisions: 

1. A general body meeting of the (SMOCD Kerala Chapter may be convened 

beforeSeptember 2023 to formally elect the Office bearers and to take a decision on 
the date of inauguration of Kerala Chapter. 

2. Write to ISMOCD to get a copy of the Proceedings of the Annual Conference of 

ISMOCD held at Kovalam, Thiruvananthapuram in May 2023 with regard to 
formation ISMOCD, Kerala chapter to be obtained. 

3. To contact the President and Secretary of ISMOCD to ascertain whether there is 
need for registration of the Kerala Chapter and to obtain the list of all members. 

4. To open a new bank account for the Kerala Chapter in consultation with the 
President and Secretary of ISMOCD. The Secretary and Treasurer shall be the 
authorized signatories for bank transactions. 

5. Prepare a letter head for the Kerala Chapter. 



6. To collect the list of pest control agencies in Kerala and to have discussion with them 
for the proposed training. 

7. To organize various awareness programmes in collaboration with state health 

services, local bodies, resident associations and other concerned agencies. 
8. To prepare a detailed plan of action for the training of Jr. Health Inspectors, Health 

Inspectors and Health Supervisors under the health services department and submit 
the same to Health Secretary and DHS in a later stage for further actions. 

9. Seminars, exhibitions, essay competitions to be conducted in schools and colleges to 
generate awareness among student community about the prevention and control of 
CDs. 

10. To take up projects on prevention and control of communicable diseases by the 
Kerala Chapter and publish the works in Journals, Magazines, etc. 

11, To prepare project proposals based on public health needs of the state and to seek 
funding. Authorized Mr.T Suresh and Dr.T.Dilip Kumar to prepare a possible proposal and authorized Secretary to discuss the plan with ISMOCD to get funding. 12. To meet Health Minister, Health Secretary, DHS, etc. to apprise them of the activity plan of the Kerala Chapter and submit study and intervention proposals in a later 
stage. 

The meeting concluded at 7.30 pm with vote of thanks by Dr. R. Rajendran. 

R Psf 
Dr. R Rajendran, Secretary Dr.A S Pradeep Kumar, President 
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